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About Mobile Process Improvement (MPI)

If someone were to ask you what you thought the next disruptive innovation in business 
were to be, what would you say? 

What technology has the potential to fundamentally change how we work, in the same 
way that the fax machine and the email has...? 

It may surprise you that the most radical, profit-driving force in industry today is one 
that has already permeated the B2C market...the smartphone. Your employees are 
now permanently wired in, with remote computers, allowing for an unprecedented 
level of cooperation, intelligence, and agility. The process of using smartphones and 
mobile apps to increase efficiency and profit in your business is called Mobile Process 
Improvement (or MPI).
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WHAT IS MPI?
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About Mobile Process Improvement (MPI)

MPI is taking advantage of the fact that, (statistically speaking) most, if not all, of your 
employees now have smartphones, to greatly improve an existing process within your 
business--Multiplying revenue and profit.

Many processes can be improved, from accountability, to increasing agility, speeding up 
payments, to improving efficiency and generally driving profit.

MPI can be used by almost any company in any industry. Mobile Process Improvement 
(MPI) is using recent radical improvements in mobile application technology to 
optimize, integrate, and automate processes at your company. It greatly increases profits 
and, in the long-term, competitiveness. Profit increase is realized through reduced costs, 
reduced cycle times, accelerated schedules, improved product/service quality, improved 
customer service, increased performance, reduced errors, and increased efficiency. The 
goal of MPI is immediate, radical improvement rather than incremental improvement.
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Companies all around the world are just starting to utilize MPI. While some already 
are using automation of one sort or another, most do not have the ability to operate 
in a purely mobile environment. Others are still quite primitive relying on totally out-
dated processes. Luckily MPI is now cheaper and better than it has ever been. If there 
is ever a time to jump on the MPI bandwagon, it would be now. The hardware available 
is affordable and there are many options. App development has also gone a long way, 
allowing for a lot of flexibility specific to your organization. 

The simplest form of MPI is simply automating a paper based process. If there are any 
paper based processes left in your organization, they are a good candidate for field 
automation. However, many organizations have already automated a process but they 
need to further automate remote assets such as employees and objects. For example, 
GPS map location services endemic to Apple and Google maps fundamentally shifts the 
way workers do business. Employees now are trackable, accountable, and can socially 
coordinate across faster media to solve problems and offer superior products and 
services. Real-time assistance and tracking are just some of the basic benefits of MPI. 

Companies all around the world are using this technology for efficiency, sales, new 
revenue opportunities, and shifting into predictive rather than reactive analytics. 
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At face value, MPI will make you a faster, more agile organization. It will also save lots 
of money. MPI depends on the integration of smartphones in your workforce (which 
most employees already have) and specialized mobile apps which tie your workers in 
to your company. Old school business processes, from inventory, to delivery, to project 
management, to security are sped up and made more efficient. The result is high levels 
of productivity and efficiency. 

MPI is a perfect merger of using management strategically, leaning or replacing 
unneeded human labor, heightening system process, and heightening productivity. Even 
very complex tasks can be managed through mobile technology. With GPS tracking 
inherent in all smartphones, managers can know have their finger on the pulse of an 
organization, knowing where people and objects are in relation to each other on a GPS 
map. With the “fog of war” now lifted, there is true accountability and visibility where 
before there were dark spots in the company’s analytics profile.
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About Mobile Process Improvement (MPI)

MPI INTEGRATION IN A SAFETY INSPECTION COMPANY FOR A TOP 3 
RAILROAD MANUFACTURER IN THE UNITED STATES
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BEFORE MPI: Management did not know where railroad inspectors were at a particular time.They had to check in at the end of the day. Inspectors had no 
accountability, they could show up late, stay out and get drink (which often happened given they had to travel all the time to remote areas of the country 
and it was lonely,) and if an inspector called in sick, management did not know where the closest replacement inspector was. 
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AFTER MPI: Inspectors are now always wired in, system automatically finds replacement inspectors if someone calls in sick. Inspectors now clock in and 
clock out and they can only clock in at the inspection site. $2.2 million saved per year.

KNOWN INSPECTION TAKING PLACE UNKNOWN WHAT INSPECTOR IS DOING
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In the past process improvement was performed with stationary media: A computer 
or other processing system that was not mobile. This is principally limiting because 
these installations tend to be high-cost and cannot be follow the worker as they move 
throughout the day to complete their duties. By 2015, 73% will own a smartphone. 
Unfortunately, despite the opportunities, companies often relied on “the way they’ve 
always done it,” out-dated paper or email processes, water-cooler conversations, phone 
calls, email chains and other ineffective means that do not contain collaborative 
knowledge features or contain predictive analytics. These methods are often blind, 
ineffective and not easily manageable. In many cases, they are not even repeatable.
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Mobile operations will allow your workers to make their choices more quickly and be 
constantly in touch with the information they need to excel at their jobs. In today’s 
fast-paced climate, customers are constantly communicating with each other, checking 
prices online and are generally agile. Businesses must be the same. Every decision 
made by every individual in the company affects bottom line, and determines its future. 
MPI will net people together to make the correct decisions and drive the company’s 
profit over the long-term. Now your organization is faster and more competitive, it 
is also automatically adjusting to the technological climate change, with decision 
makers and departments communicating freely, as well as interfacing with customers 
Modifying changes in-flight and responding to information quickly.  Now decisions 
such as changing marketing, making a new product or improving speed is simple. 
Future challenges can be predicted and responded to.
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RESULTS OF IMPLEMENTING MPI
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Allocative data is information that is tied to a specific object in space and be used 
to create larger data sets. When information is confined to a specific terminal it 
reduces impact whereas when it is synchronized and accessible, it can lead to vast 
improvements in productivity. Earlier, more antiquated mechanisms for improving 
process were primarily routers of information, which were not able to connect live 
employees in the sense that they were limited about how they can interface with mobile 
objects and personnel. Because of this they could not gather sufficient data to make 
predictive analytics or manage processes based on their entire life cycle but rather only 
in isolated points of data, limiting real-time feedback or modification.
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About Mobile Process Improvement (MPI)

OLD METHODS OF PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
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Time

IRREGULAR DATA COLLECTION,
LOW PREDICTIVITY
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Time

CONSTANT DATA COLLECTION, 
HIGH PREDICITIVIY
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INDUSTRY TRENDS
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Section Title Goes Here

Now

2019-2023

2019-2023

0%

100% Growth 45 Million additional 
smart phone users

Current Amount of
smart phone users

According to Forrester Research Inc., spending on MPI in the US will grow 100%. An additional 45 million employees in the US will use smartphones, 
priming them for MPI integration, according to projections at Forrester’s Forrsights Business Decision-Makers Survey.
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The MPI market in the US is projected to reach $25 billion by 2023, fueled by cloud services and demand for connected anywhere-anytime enterprises, 
according Global Industry Analysts.
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2018-2020

25% 45%

2020-2022

Despite the clear opportunity, studies show that only approximately 25% of firms globally have invested in mobile process improvement. By 2022, over 
45% of all firms would have made the investment. 
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Some companies and organizations which are currently investing in MPI in the US include:

• The US Army (realizing a cost savings of $5 billion /year)
• UPS (saving $2.8 billion /year)
• Amazon (saving $1 billion/year)
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Industry Trends

Two things are absolutely clear from these trends: One, the way people work and how 
work gets done is going to fundamentally be different. More And more companies rely 
on field employees, outsourcing and other ways to save costs that involve mobility. And 
secondly, expectations, today the worker can be relied on to be wired in at all times, 
and always connected. They are more accepting of an always on mentality which 
allows for higher levels of productivity. The US is rapidly embracing these technologies, 
which have already been popularized in countries such as Japan and South Korea. 
Companies which are early adopters have a distinct opportunity to excel and exceed 
their competition.
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IS MPI RIGHT FOR YOU?
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Is MPI Right For You?

THE FOLLOWING IS A BREAKDOWN OF MPI 
INTEGRATION BY SECTOR, IF YOU ARE IN 
ANY OF THESE SECTORS, YOU MAY CONSIDER 
INTEGRATING MPI
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Financial Services

Government

Healthcare & Pharma

Other

Cross Industries
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Is MPI Right For You?

Financial Services: 9%
• Investment Bankers
• Financial Advisers
• Insurance Adjusters
• Claim Assessors
• Compliance Auditors

Government: 15%
• Case Workers
• Inspectors
• Trainers
• Operations Specialists
• Field Analysts

Other: 13%

Healthcare & Pharma: 22%
• Healthcare Professionals
• Home Care Providers
• Clinical Researchers
• Site Inspectors
• Quality Assurance Managers

Cross Industries: 41%
• Sales Representatives
• Attorneys
• Field Engineers
• Service Technicians
• Operations Managers
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MPI creates improvement in all areas of the company not just a single process or 
department. Is your company read for widespread change? It requires sophisticated 
managers and good leaders, is the right governance at the top friendly to change?

Expertise and Experience: They have the business and intellectual acumen and capital 
to maximize gains from the app.

Organizational Discipline: They are excellence-focused and can adopt new and improved 
culture and roles.

Management and Controls: They can improve processes quickly, through monitoring 
and optimizing.

Partnerships: They can rely on outside partners to provide services, especially outside 
tech services or other consultation as needed.
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Is MPI Right For You?

ASK YOURSELF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 
TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT MPI IS 
RIGHT FOR YOU.
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Are there issues of visibility in your organization? Do you have highly detailed 
intelligence on all aspects of your business at all times? Or are there parts of your 
business processes which become invisible to upper management for some amount of 
time?

Does your organization suffer frequent or costly bottlenecks? 

Is their imperfect communication during project handoffs?

Is it hard to determine why a particular project failed or succeeded due to multiple hand 
offs? 

Do your processes involve various disparate, stovepiped IT systems in addition to 
human tasks?

Are any of your processes paper based?

Do your managers complain about lack of visibility into processes, initiatives or 
projects? Is there a lack of quantitative feedback?

Do you have trouble identifying who or what is impeding your processes?
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Is MPI Right For You?

Do you have process inefficiency due to a lack of accountability and clear ownership of 
responsibilities?

After an organizational goal is reached do you have trouble looking back and figuring 
out exactly who did what?

Are you worried about employees inconsistently completing assignments throughout 
the organization?

Do you fear that your processes are not adapting to changing business requirements 
because “this is the way things have always been done?”

Do your processes create departmental and organizational boundaries making 
assignment hand offs and ownership responsibilities less clear?

Do you have clear, measurable metrics for gauging employee performance?

Do your processes frequently involve documents and forms as well other structured and 
unstructured content?
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IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO ANY OF THESE 
QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE A CLEAR AND 
IMMEDIATE NEED TO IMPLEMENT MPI IN 
YOUR BUSINESS
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Section Title Goes Here

MPI’S IMPACT ON BOTTOM LINE REVENUE
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MPI frequently replaces roles that people used to do, allowing those individuals to 
be more efficient by focusing on different tasks, or in some cases, allowing savings 
by “leaning” or removing those individuals from the organization. Improvements in 
technology allow apps to perform processes that once required people. Some examples 
of leaning uses of MPI relative to human personnel are:
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Apps People Impact

Incredibly short processing cycle times, 
within a tenth of a nanosecond.

Longer processing cycle times. Reduced cost. Increased efficiency. In-
creased profit and long-term competitive-
ness over competitors who have not yet 
adopted this technology.

Can automatically administer certain tasks. Manually administer tasks. Reduced cost. Increased efficiency. In-
creased profit and long-term competitive-
ness over competitors who have not yet 
adopted this technology.

No manual errors. Occasional manual errors. Lost time and revenue in detecting and 
fixing errors is resolved.

Perfect data entry. Imperfect and relatively costly data entry. Reduced cost. Increased efficiency. In-
creased profit and long-term competitive-
ness over competitors who have not yet 
adopted this technology.

Minimal support costs. High support costs. Increased cost savings.
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Apps People Impact

Real-time constant reporting. Occasional, imperfect reporting. Heightens business intelligence and opti-
mizes long term strategy.

Real-time responsiveness. Limited responsiveness. Improves customer service.

100% visibility Limited visibility Heightens business intelligence and opti-
mizes long term strategy.

Decreased time to process Occasionally lengthy process times and 
backlogs.

Improved agility and profit. Improved 
customer service.

Perfect policy enforcement Imperfect policy enforcement. Decrease in errors.

Controlled risk Occasional risk. Decrease in errors.
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Section Title Goes Here

APP TYPOLOGY
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THERE ARE NUMEROUS MPI APPS AVAILABLE FOR 
VIRTUALLY ANY BUSINESS PROCESS CAN BE AT LEAST 
PARTIALLY AUTOMATED THROUGH THE USE OF AN APP. A 
LIST OF THE MOST COMMON MPI APPS INCLUDE
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FINANCE SALES & MARKETING

Accounts Payable & Receivable Campaign & event management

Billing Dispute & Resolution Lead gen and tracking

Payroll & Expensing Proposal and contract management

Regulatory & Compliance Advertising
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HR APPROVALS

On-boarding Products & Services

Resource planning Order and vendor mgmt

Benefits admin Product mgmt and shipping

Inventory control

Timesheets Customer service

Supply chain management
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IT

Change and config mgmt

Asset mgmt

Service desk mgmt/incident mgmt

App and security mgmt
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WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
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What Are You Waiting For?

MPI can benefit any aspect of your organization or company. But starting in the right 
place is equally important. The idea is you want to have big goals but start small. This 
means you first select an initial project with complexity that is manageable. You can 
promote early success and push the best results out to other parts of the company. 
The issues to think about are the levels of exposure of the process, you want to pick a 
process that has direct revenue impact, cost impact or improves customer relations. You 
also want a process that is not very complex, with minimal steps, integration points and 
people involved. This means high exposure and low complexity. Early success will set 
up the company for future achievements with the help of MPI.
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INITIATE REQ / DESIGNPLAN / FUND SUPPORT / ENHANCE ENHANCECONSTRUCT / DEPLOY

Typical Business / IT Cycle
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SUMMARY
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Summary

Business will never be the same again. Only mobile, agile companies will succeed. 
Today, cloud work, mobile devices and social forums are a common business practice. 
Customers want access anytime and anywhere to companies with which they do 
business.

You can no longer run a company with manual and opaque processes.  MPII apps will 
allow you to improve process, scale up, increase profit and competitiveness.




